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ABSTRACT

A LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION FOR AIRLAND BATTLE-FUTURE

by Major Mark Van Drie, USA

The battlefield of the future will be a chaotic, non-linear
environment where forces are intermingled and highly lethal

weapons will cause great destruction and force wide dispersion.
Regardless of the exact location of the fight, highly deployable
U.S. Army light infantry forces will most likely be committed in
any future wars. This paper answers the question of "What light
infantry division organizational design can best meet the
tactical reauirements of the future battlefield?"

In examinin this issue, the traditional roles of light
infantry and resultant combat power capabilities are Juxtaposed
against future battlefield characteristics and resultant combat
power requirements. This paper notes a high level of congruence
between the traditional capabilities of light infantry and the
riouirements of the future battlefield. It concludes that the
dispersed, mobile, small unit tactics of light infantry will
dominate the future battlefield. These forces, armed with and
supported by highly lethal long range weapons, will be capable
of defeating any force, heavy or light, on the* future
battlefield.

Finally, a light infantry division specifically designed to
function on the battlefield of the future is included. The
proposed division consists of infantry units that are entirely
foot-mobile and equipped with man-portable weapons. The
division base is composed of long range howitzers and medium
caliber multiple launch rocket artillery along with a large
rvIation unit consisting of lift and light attack helicopters.

Supporting fire delivery systems will be widely dispersed and,
,is a matter of course, will utilize precision guided munitions
to attain close to one shot-one kill capability instead of the
tradttional reliance on massed fires. The division design is
ba-d on the r oncept of combining the traditionally effective
rn'-thods of light infantry with modern high technology.
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ABSTRACT

A LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION FOR AIRLAND BATTLE-FUTURE
by Major Mark Van LDrie, USA

7he battlefield of the future will be a cniaotic, ron-11near
en v .r-on me nt where fo-rces are interminle an ihly lta

weanons will cause great destruction and force wide disroersion.
Regarciless of the exact location of the fight, h -ighly aolova 31Ie
U.S, Army light infantry forces will most likelv oe commi-ted fn
any future wars. ThIs paper answers the question of "'What Iiiri
infantry division organizational design can best meet tne
tactical req~uirements of the future brattlefield?"

In examining this issue, the traditional roles of liught
infantry and resultant combat power capabilities are iuxtaposecd
again~st future battlefield chiaracteristics and resultant corn'na-
power requirements. This oaoer notes a high level of congruen.ia
between the traditional caoaoilities of Ii~ztnt infantry annd- tre
reauirements of the f uturG' batt lef ield. It conJcludes m -at 7h

miisersed, Moble sml unit tactics of lgtifnr i

dominate the future batt lefield. These forces, arrnea wthn,,t
suoported by highly lethal long range weapons, will Ee Sa>
o f defeating any force, heavy or i gh t, on the f uzure?
bat tlef ield.

Finally, a light infantry division specifically designed to
function on the battlefield of the future is included. Th e
proposed division consists of infantry units that are entirely
foot-mobile and equipped with man-portable weapons. The
division base is compoosed of long range howitzers and meclium
caliber multiple launch rocket artillery along with a lar-e
aviation unit consisting of lift and 'Light attack helicopters.
Supoorting fire delivery systems will be widely disoersed ana.

; a natr tf c'Du r 3e. wii u tiIi ze orc Flr ui-e 4 m Unitr 4

mc~~ ~ at oai ls tooe Eho t- o ne v i 11 canarhilitv;isecm m
traitional reliance on massed f -re s. Thediion esr

based on the conceot of combining t ne tradit ional ly -tf ect ive
metnol, s of li.rt intraritrv with modern igh tecnozv.
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I TNT R ..D ". U T N

Predictions are tough to ;,awe. oartt:ular1v aut the future,

-Yoj Ee rr a

The most important task of a peacetime soldier is to prepare for war. Wnile

this is normally thought of in terms of unit training ritd logistic readiness, it

also includes the more fundamental task of anticipating the character of futire

war in order to properly design combat units that will fight that war.

In World War II, the United States had literally years to Prepare for the

commitment of combat troops and then had ample opportunity to make adjustments

during the war. In fact, -,Tanization of the standaro army division chane.

times between ;941 and, 1945. Military historian Michael Howard maintain- :La-:

! am tenole ined to de:lare dogmati:aily that whatever do:trine the Armea For,:es are

work ing on now, they have got it wrong, I am also tempted to de:lare that "t does not
matter that they have got it wrong, What does matter is tneir caoa:ity to get it ri.nt

,;ui:kly when the moment arrives,2

Based on the recent examples of the Grenada Invasion, the FaiKiands War,

India's Sri Lanka intervention, and israel's Lebanon invasion, it wculi seen

very imoortant that the Army be prepared to deploy units as they are L.r-ganz:ea.

trained, and equipped into situations where they must fight immediately.

Therefore, whether it be doctrine or organization or training, the army must

have it very nearly right, or at least more right than the enemy, from the

beginning.

The battlefield of the future is likely to be a chaotic, non-linear

environment where forces are intermingled and highly lethal weapons will cause

,zreat destrucTion and torce wide disoersion. The increasing oro iter'aron , t

such weapons in "Third World" countries means that this environment wii be

found not lusr in a Central Euronean war, out in many other places -rou-nd tne

worli where United States forces may have to tignr. Reg ardle.. ,f te e:at

- .-



locatIon, nhi Iy epIovao e U.S. Army 1iht infanr rv dv sr w! m-r 

be committed in any future war. This itua icn raises the quest ion: nat;nK

infantry division organizational design can best meet the tacttcai reI uire n~r

of the future battlefield?

This paper does present a proposal for a light infantry '.Ivisior,

organization of the future. However, the thrust of the discussion is on tre

concept of light units rather than specific considerations as sucrh. Tne ,arzet

year of 2004 was chosen as that is the year on which the U.S. Army is ..,using

its future development activities through a process called AirLand Battle-

Future. The key driving force for the proposal will be the characteristics of

the future battlefield, the historically derived attriDutes of iLgrt In ant.Iv.

and how these attributes orovide combat power capability. Accordin.Tiv, a rr:o,-

oortion of this paper will present these factors. The U.S. Armv's current

infantry division wlill not be examined as it was designed for conditic-nis wrl-rm

may change or no longer be relevant on the future battlefield. Add it naiw,.

examnat -,.n of the current organization may promote in,:Iementa. evL' I,_:-

aai sat menta to exis; n co,;cest ver F a de-zion -a;e, on f .--t 7Z

in e-aminn nis issue, an unaer 'tanding of nlignt infanry' s n

futjre oattlefield will be gained by comoaring future battlefiel3

characteristics with traditional light infantry attributes. The role of ight

infantry will be expressed in terms of requirements for combat power

capabilities. The requirements, in turn, drive a comoat oower modoi wni:n

Drolices an organizational design for light infantry tailored tor the future

batt e i,.



Ti C MBAT POWETP

importance of 1Combat Power: The United State=- Army' s ,Zntfe A~rrtr;

manual, FM (7Fiel d Manual ) 1005 Ooeratijons, st at es thnat the out~ 'rn_ o _-

is decided in favor of the force which applies superior combat Power."

Clausewitz affirms that dictum when he holds that the most fundamental action

an army can take to gain victory in battle is to be stronger than fhe enemv.

Combat Dower is the measure of that strength. The ability to generate ccomoar

power must therefore be the primary concern of an army. The imPortance o:-

emphasiZing this seemingly obvious concept is to counteract the peacetimne

temptation to stray from it. That temotation is currently embodied in rwt

documents central to US Army operations and planning.

The f Irsc is PM 100-5, in whicn the beginning Sent nc,= St a-.es-

"overriding mission of US forces is to deter wa"' Without debatin' wnp'her

deterrence is a military mission or a politi4cal strategry, it is clear tna I

either case to deter war means not to fignt. Rn Army wnose keysrtr&' rrarial

m i I a r .oe ra io0n 3S strCt S .w: n r ne Gst-ate 7Ment t nat t overriactn.:

~czg.,establ ishes a s' oery slope which can e aa t o a n A r my r o to t

fight nor intending to do so.

The second document is the Army's AirLand Battle-Future conceot Daze!-.

This document is intended to describe the reauirements for the US Armv in tnce

yer 004 so that the Army may begin now to develop the appropriat

capabilitips. Future force structure (number and types ot 3nn, ~i

org-anizationial d,2s2tn are to be based on this conceot. Thi s dov C *-ir n n r S

.iloritcates 'n alreadv sliooery slope as it otrse~e

r~les tor tne US Army. 1*t Inc ludes among its imperatives ,he ,,ve;::menr t

tyn_ c tor-: labeled naii develczmerit" along witl h "i-

otner rorces --o that tney may assltmt in no-r.-cofmbj. roies-.



Clausewitz said that "the end for which a soldier is recruited, clothed,

armed and trained, the whole object of his sleeping, eating, drinking, and

marching is simply that he should fight at the right place and the right time.

What applies to Clausewitz's soldier applies to the army as a whole. Fighting

is the raison d'etre for armies. The whole of military activity must directly

or indirectly relate to "ability to fight". Any action which an army takes to

divert its resources from the development of ability to fight represents a debit

against that army's combat power potential. This holds true regardless of the

positive capabilities the army may develop in areas other than fighting, no

matter how attractive those capabilities may be. For in the final analysis,

such capabilitias are irrelevant to the fundamental purpose of an army.

Designing Combat Power Capability! Given the overriding importance of

combat power, the question becomes how to get as much of it as possible. Combat

power is the ability to fight. It is composed of the combined effects of

^irepower, maneuver, protection, and leadership. Combat power exists only on

the battlefield itself, where combat leaders combine the effects of firepower,

maneuver, and protection into an optimal balance and bring the combined effect

of these elements to bear against the enemy.

Combat power potential, however, is the capability in terms of firepower,

maneuver, protection, and leadership which an organization brings to the

battlefield. While the force with the most combat power potential will not

necessarily gain victory, clearly it is advantageous to arrive at the

battlefield with as high a level of capabilities as possible.

Capabilities in terms of firepower, maneuver, protection, and leadership

are derived from three essential components, They are people, equipment, and

doctrine, These components are converted into combat power capabilities through

organizational design and training programs."'" Figure 1 portrays this process.



FIGURE I: DEVELOPMENT OF COMBAT POWER CAPABILITY
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As Figure 1 reflects, the ways to affect the combat power capabilities that an

organization brings to the battlefield are to adjust the inputs of people,

weapons and equipment, or doctrine; to change their relationships within the

organizational structure; or through training programs. Without intending to

denigrate the importance of training programs, it is not within the scope of

this paper, to discuss them as they are transitory in both objectives and

effects. Additionally, in general, training programs aran P function of

organizational design (e.g. implicit in the inclusion of a mortar platoon in an

infantry company is the necessity to train that platoon). Organizational design

itself includes the process of appropriately combining the three inputs of

people, equipment, and doctrine within a unit's structure. It is actually a

backward process in relation to the above model as it is based on the projected

requirements for certain combat power capabilities. Each method (excluding

training) of influencing combat power capability will be discussed in turn.

Peole: Within the context of generating combat power capabilities, the

issue of people must revolve around obtaining soldiers who will fight and who

will fight well. For any specific individual it is not possible to identify

-5-



ahead of time his propensity for fighting, but the general characteristics of

fighters are knqn.

During the Korean War, the Army contracted the Human Resources Research

Office (HumRRO) to make an analysis of infantry soldier combat effectiveness.

The purpose was to identify the characteristics which differentiate the

"fighter" from the "non-fighter". Researchers had front line infantry platoon

members rate the combat behavior of their peers. Based on the ratings of over

2000 soldiers, 310 combat infantrymen were identified as fighters or non-

fighters. batter,- of tests was conducted consisting of everything from

measures of personality and intelligence to life history inventories and

aptitude tests. In this multituae of tests, the single factor that most

characterized the difference between fighters and non-fighters was intelligence.

Fighters scored an average of 94 on the military's general intelligence test

versus an average of 83 for non-fighters. Of less magnitude, but still with

significance, the amount of education was positively related to fighting

performance. The average fighter had approximately otie half year more formal

education than the average non-fighter."

Technical proficiency also positively correlated with higher levels of

intelligence. The Army recently conducted a test of a group of, trainees

attempting to correctly put a Stinger (man-portable anti-aircraft missile) into

operation. Most oF the soldiers with high and mid level AFQT (Armed Forces

Qualification Test-a measure of general intelligence) scores quickly mastered

the task with over 90% getting it right within three tries. However, the low

AFQT soldiers took much longer. Approximately one-fourth -till could not get it

right after 15 tries.' k

Figure Two shows the World War II distribution of AmericAn soldiers bV

general intelligence category; I being highest and V lowest.1-

-6-



FIGURE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF AMERICAN MANPOWER

I&II III IV&V
Army Air Forces 44.4% 35.3% 20.3%
Army Service Forces 36.5% 28.5% 35.0%
Army Ground Forces 29.7% 33.3% 37.0%
--Infantrv-- 27.4% 29.0% 43.5%

As shown in Figure 2, the Army Ground Forces, which consisted of combat

unit soldiers, was loaded up with lesser quality soldiers. The composition of

infantry units within the Ground Forces was even more dismal.

In World War II, American infantry were consistently outfought by their

German counterparts. Military historian Trevor Dupuy found that, win or lose,

on the attack or on the defense, German troops inflicted about 50% more

casualties on Americans than were inflicted on Oermans by Americans."'' Martin

Van Creveld's study of this phenomenon concluded that the difference was

attributable to a German system that sent the best soldiers to the front versus

an American system that, as Figure Three reflects, did exactly the opposite.

The implications are obvious. More intelligent and better educated

individuals are better soldiers. They are more technically and tactically

proficient. They suffer fewer casualties and inflict more. They are fighters.

They provide a higher degree of combat power capability.

Weapons and Equipment: When Phillip of Macedonia lengthened the spears of

his army in order to outreach the spears of the other Greek states, he was

manifesting Just one more step in the still ongoing process of trying to use

technical means to obtain an advantage over the enemy. As the most visible

contributor to combat power capability, weapons are often perceived as the

predominant factors in fighting, However, Just as leadership, organization, and

tactics (not longer spearsl) provided the real secret behind Macedonian tactical

success: technical means are simply one factor in the combat power eqation.

High technology weapons and equipment provide both advantages and

- 7-



disadvantages. Advantages include increases in firepower and maneuver

capabilities through utilization of tanks, infantry fighting vehicles,

howitzers, and helicopters such as in the current U.S. mechanized infantry and

armor formations. However, disadvantages also accrue. Fighters become rare as

an increased proportion of manpower is dedicated to logistics and support. A

tendenc% is to lower the quality of fighters by assigning more intelligent

recruits to the care and maintenance of complex equipment (see figure 2 above).

Operations are dependent on extensive and uninterrupted supply and maintenance

activities. Mobility and firepower are specialized towai-d open terrain. German

General Uhle-Wettler explained the American setbacks in Korea versus the lightly

armed North Koreans and Chinese entirely in terms of the disadvantages of

technology. '
"

The key with regard to weapons and equipment and combat power capabilities

is to understand two concepts. First is that simple numbers of weapons and

equipment provide only "potential" capability rather than "absolute" capability.

For example, a tank battalion does not have more "absolute" firepower and

mobility capability than a light infantry battalion. What it has is maneuver

and firepower "potential" relative to specific terrain. These capabilities are

superior to those of a light unit in open terrain while inferior to those of a

light unit in close terrain.

The second concept is that combat power capability is composed of a dynamic

relationship between the elements of firepower, maneuver, protection, and

leadership, Equipment that increases capabilities In one area may negatively

affect other areas in ways that act to the detriment of total combat power

potential. For example, the introduction of the M-2 Infantry Fighting Vehicle

in American mechanized infantry companies brought a large Increase in vehicle

firepower as the heavy machine gun of the MI3 armored personnel carrier was

-8-



replaced by the automatic canncn, coaxial maChnir-u, and antitank missile

launcher of the M-2. The cost, however, was a drastic decrease in close terrain

maneuver capability as the number of dismounted Infantrymen was reduced from 96

in the M113 company to 60 in the M-2 company. 7

Doctrine: Doctrine is an army's condensed expression of its approach to

fighting.' On the battlefield it guides the actions of leaders as they convert

capabilities of firepower, maneuver, protection, and leadership into applied

combat power. Its importance is best demonstrated by the 1940 Rattle of France.

The French Army, considered among the best in the world, was defeated in

less than two weeks. The victorious German army, in terms of equipment and

soldiers, was roughly equivalent or, in some cases, even inferior to the French

Army. In fact, the major difference between the two armies was not a physical

quantity, but their fighting doctrine. The German doctrine called for fast

paced, decentralized, maneuver oriented blitzkrieg tactics. The French doctrine

emphasized a controlled, centralized, firepower intensive and methodical battle.

The superiority of the modern German doctrine proved decisive as the Germans

sliced through the French and chopped their army to pieces.": '

Organizational Structure: An example of the effect which a change in

organizational structure can have on combat power is the ancient Roman Army.

the Romans initially copied the phalanx formation from the Greeks. The phalanx

was an unwieldy formation in which the whole army moved and fought as a single

element. Rome soon found that organization ineffective against agile tribesmen

in the surrounding mountains. The Roman army then reorganized into a more

flexible formation called a manipular legion. Self-contained units, called

maniples, of 120 men arranged in a checker-board pattern provided Roman armies

the ability to maneuver aroung the enemy flanks or push forward into gaps in

their lines, LI

-9-



n the ,climactic oattie at Pyona in i5 6 ,. , the r omanl Ouznt r. 'er,

for control of the eastern Mediterranean. Rough groun edCau the Gree" en.a-n::

to solit in the center. Before the qaQ could be closed, Roman manizie-: ru:

in and the result was a decisive defeat for the Greeks.- The Roman army's

superior combat power was a function of superior capability to maneuver wnch in

turn was based on changes in organizational structure.

The leadership element of combat power is also profoundly affected nv

organizational design. In the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, after action reports

indicated that often it was only leaders and adjacent soldiers tnat pertormed

effectively in combat. The immediate example of a fighting leader Provi.2e, a

powerful incentive.

The rapid mobilization of the US Army in World War I created a diffterent

type of leadership problem. Professional officers were scarce, so divisions

were organized with a large span of control in order to ensure that eacn haa at

least a core of trained and experienced staff officers and leaders. As a

result, an American division headouarters commanded '27, 000 soldiers in int ,-its

versus 10,000-i2, 000 for the British, German, and French divisions. Whi I

is difficult to assess the impact of this decision on American success, It

clearly shows the intent of increasing combat power through development of an

organizational structure which capitalized on the limited available competent

leadership.

An example of the role which organizational structure can play in Prc.viding

protection for an army is provided by the forces of T.E. Lawrence in tne Arab

Revolt ot 1916-19'8. Due to trie irregular nature of tne Aran Army, nere wa_

formal orqanizationai structure, but there was a princilie of o,,erizai..T

nrincicie was t, orTanize into small, higr,lv dispersed force-- ,o -un_-,r.

Lawrence' "fundamental rule of denving him [the Turkish enemv tarets ."

-10-



a _ren s unamed t rule" was oas e on ne neat TIv et ect eve, , a

relatively few casualties would have on the ability of Arab forces to tignt.

This was due to their limited numbers and because of the exaggerates impar ot

casualties on morale in an irreqular force. Arab torces therefore conserved

their combat power by organizing into small parties which were difficult to

detect and, even if discovered and attacked, were small enough that only a re

casualties could result. The outcome of Lawrence's Drotection of tne fi.nrin

potential of his forces over the first two years of the revolt was its

availability when it counted, to support British General Allenby's decisive

offensive of 1915 against the Turks and their German allies. -.-

The U.S. Army's Pentomic division was another examole of using

organizational structure to enhance combat power capability through Improves

protection. Intended for combat on a nuclear battlefield, tactical units were

designed to be sufficiently small so that they would not present a lucrative

nuclear target. The nuclear threat also dictated dispersion for protection, s o

sub-elements of the division were organIzed as combined arms units wi~n izn ernr

logistical support so that they could defend and sustain themselves when

isolated. -- While this concept was never tested in combat, the intent was

clearly to structure the division so as to best protect its fighting potential

on a nuclear battlefield.

The capability to generate combat power by means of firepower is also

greatly affected by organizational structure. Prior to World War II, the Frencn

Army placed a great belief in the predominance of artillery firepower. They

held to their World War i based axiom of ". the artillerv conauer=, the

infantry occupies".- As a result, French commanders believed that maintaininz

the preponderance of artillery under the control of cores and hizner ievel

neadourters so that they could brinq masses of firepower to bear was the most

-11-



effective way tor a higner level commander to influence tne oaLre.

In the 1940 Battle ot France, however, Frencn artillery was noteG as

generally ineffective when compared to the artillery of tneir German oooonent

(who had less of it).-' The difference, to a large degree, lay in where the

artillery was placed in the organizational structure of the two armies. in

contrast to the French, the preponderance of German artillery was located witrn

the ground divisions where it was available to provide immediate support ror

tactical units. The preponderance of French artillery was controlled Dy nigner

headquarters where theoretically it could deliver pre-planned, massed fires in

support of large units. Out of the 200 total artillery regiments avatlale in

the French Army's North-East Front, 56 were in the Front's general reserve.-

Of the other regiments, many were controlled at army and corps level. The cost

of this centralization was loss of responsive fires for tactical units in the

fast paced battle.

This case also illustrates the danger of making firepower comoarisons case"

simply on numbers of weapons. German units had more firepower capaciiitv wi:n

lesser overall amounts of artillery because their organizational Structure mace

their artillery useable. The French failed to turn their artillery firerower

potential into a firepower advantage because their organizational structure

inhibited the capability of units actually in contact with the enemy to obtain

fire support; in spite of the numerous artillery units that were present.

The primary consideration in organizational design is to maximize combat

power c nasitv on tne battlefield. The variables of Deosle. eqiment, and

doct r rie, are combined within an organizational structure to provi-e ":--a C .:.neoi

power capability in terms of firepower, maneuver, protection, ana leadershic.

Before zoin further with or-anizat lonai desin, however, it I nece ar'.

describe the environment within which the organization will function.
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The most important step in desining a military force for ne rutura ro

project tne cnaracteristics of future battle. All else follows tron t:I e

There are two general categories of characteristics of war. The first category

includes those enduring qualities of all wars. The second category inciudes tre

characteristics of war peculiar to a uarticular period.

Atmosphere of War: Ciausewitz states that there is an "atmosohere of war"

in which all battle takes place. That atmosphere is composed of dancer.

physical exertion, uncertainty, and friction. Those elements together cause

the ditference between battle as it is planned and what actualtv hac:,ers.

This concept will be used to describe the enduring characteristics of war.

Danger is the quality which causes "the light of reason to refract in a

manner quite different from that which is normal" and prevents tne mind Gf a man

from working with "normal flexibility". Physical exertion is the effort

soldiers expend on overcoming the effects of heat or cold, hunger or thirst,

lack of sieeD and physical exhaustion. Uncertainty refers to mltarv

intelligence, or information about the enemy, it is a areat parav-er o

action, for as Clausewitz says: "Many intelligence reports in war are

contradictory; even more are false, and most are uncertain." --- It is

uncertainty that causes the fog of war. Friction is the "force that makes the

apparently easy so difficult".';- It comprises all those unforeseen

circumstances which ruin plans and frustrate action. Every inoiviauai and riece

of equipment retains its own quotient of friction, and the leat important ,t

a.. can maximize its friction potential at exactly the right moment mato ,:ke

things go wrong. Friction cannot be predicted or eliminated because it is baseo

on Carice. Danger 3nd onysical exertion are great catalysts for -riczion.

The atmosphere of war ci time and tecnnoiogy indeperdent. Tre Sarno
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atmosphere was present in botn ancient and modern warfare. e ttet a e ze-t

illustrated by describinw the two general approaches to generating cmoa power

in the atmosphere of war. The first approach is exemplified by tne Frencn Army

in World War II. The French concept was to eliminate fog, triction, and

uncertainty by fighting a tightly controlled, methodical battle. They beiieveo

that centralized planning and control of execution along with sr.ric- adherence

to procedural guidelines would eliminate both uncertainty and the likelihood ct

some "loose cannon" maximizing his friction potential. However. in the 1?4C

Battle of France when the Germans sliced behind the French units severine

command anc control, the army "crumbled into heloles fr> mant-- .m-n wo-e

incapable of gener-ating the combat power necessary to stoo the Germans.

The second approach is to recognize that fog, friction, and resuirant

di-torder and chaos are inevitable, normal, and even insofar as they affect tne

enemy, desirable. The German infiltration tactics used so successfully in their

1918 offensive were a direct result of this approach. Small "storm trooper"

detachments were formed with riflemen, machineguns. zrenadiers. flamethrower-s,

demolitions, and mortars. Artillery was limbered up and prepared to oroviae

direct support immediately behind these detachments. The storm troop commac'ers

were given minimum attack objectives and were told to cooperate with, but not to

depend on or wait for units on their flanks. The commanders were given

considerable latitude and expected to use it. Even individual soldiers were

briefed as to objectives and the necessity of taking whatever individual action

was necessary without orders. Combining arms at small unit levels was designec

to make units tactically self sufficient. They therefore did not nave to-cti,

and flght the Inevitable friction Involved in sending for and brirLnc.,f .r-2.a:-2

-oectal wearon and ammunition. ()i note is that in a r-cent art!iiie, a

current U.S. brigade commander discusses the difficulty of ccntrol in.
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soeci aists ik, e air defenders ain (nIineers as tnev floa t frm one point I t

need to another like "flotsam and jetsam".) All these measures were oesi~ned

to enable small unit leaders to quickly generate combat power in the caner,

fog, and friction of war.

The atmosphere of war is always present in battle. Confusion and chaos are

therefore inevitable. Centralization of resources ant dezision .:thority, as

the French did, will not eliminate the atmosphere of war, out will reduce the

capability of subordinate units to cope with it. Thus the collapse of French

units when cut off or isolated from their headquarters. Generation of combat

power within confusion and chaos requires mission type orders ana wioe

latititude for the leader on the soot to make decisions on how to combine the

elements of firepower, maneuver, and protection to accompiisn the mission.

Incumbent with decentralized decision authority is the decentralization of

resources to enable the decision to be carried out. This calls for units

organized in the combiprd arms manner of the German storm troooer detachments.

Units must be tactically seif-contained and capable of indleoenden: action. :nis

became mcre important with the phenomenon of reduced unit density on tne

battlefield.

Empty Battlefield: In antiquity and on up through the Napoleonic era of

warfare, armies were normally deployed in densely packed masses designed to

maximize the cumulative combat power of individual soldiers carrying short range

weapons. However, beginning in 1870 with the Franco-Prussian War, observers

began to remark on the increasing dispersion of troops on the battlefield. ne

term for rhis phenomenon is the "empty battlefield". " Lnderstandinz this

concept is key to understanding the battlefield of the future because there is

every indication that the trend toward increased disoersion wil continue.

The empty battlefield came about througn two factors. Tne tirst t.s
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technology and the second is ideas. Tecnnology driven increases in weapont

lethality contributed to the empty battlefield in two ways. The first is ov

increasing the amount of firepower which could be generated by an irdiv:ual

soldier. The second is by causing soldiers to decrease their vulneraoiiiitv to

this greater lethality.

Increasing the amount of firepower generated per soldier enaoied armies to

olace fewer soldiers in the firing line while maintaining or even increasing

coverage of a given area with fire. This phenomenon was a function of increasec

range, accuracy, rate of fire, and casualty creating effects of weapons.

Increases in weapons ranges started with the transition from the musket

(100 meters) to the rifle (1000 meters) and is an ongoing process for bon

direct and indirect fire weapons (see appendix 1, figure 1). The effect nas

been to steadily increase the depth of the tactical battlefield as weapons

ranges increase. As this increase is a function of technology, it can oe

expected to continue. On the other hand, theaters of operations ano theMae- Q!

war are based nn political and geographic considerations and are normalily ixed

for a oarticular conflict. A ramification is that the depth of the tac::ca

battlefield could eventually expand to include the entire depth of the oneater.

Concurrent with increases in range has come increases in the ability to

accurately hit targets. Technology such as thermal imaging enables weapons to

be accurately fired at night and in all types of weather. Computerized fire

direction procedures combined with sophisticated navigation systems enable

artillery to fire effectively without adjustment. Autonomously homing and iaser

guided munitions provide pin-point accuracy (less than i meter r.rouaD4 er-:cr,

(see appendix 1, figure 2), The overall trend is toward weapons svstems n.Daoe

of acnieving a high probbitiivty ot hitti - tne target each tine tnev ir-e

Technology has also greatly affected the rate and weight of fire over the
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vears. Magazine fed rifles, power a:sisted loading Tor artl, erv, al-C 3C: r.3 t

which can deliver literally tons of munitions on target have trrmnendouslv

increased the capability of soldiers to cover any area in range with a ni-r:

volume of fire (see appendix 1, figure 3). Less forces are neeoed to cover a

given area with fire. A basic example of this concept is the achievement of the

same fire effect by replacing several riflemen with one machinegun.

The trend of greater munitions lethality over the years is very sim'Iar to

those described above. Cannon balls have given way to artillery shells wnich

can carry poison gas, cluster bomblets, or even mines. individuai 5oieCC can

carr light mortars and vrenade launchers whose projectiles can cause muil-t.ie

casualties. Shaped charge warheads can pierce armor or fortifications. Napalm

and fuel-air explosives can destroy entire areas. The trend is toward

increasing the radius and certainty of damage for area weapons and toward

increasing the probability of a kill for point weapons.

The bottom line of these increases in weapons ranges, accuracy, volume of

fire, and lethality of effect is that armies achieve the same firepower ef -- 7

in a aiven area with far fewer soldiers. By way of illustration, at ate:>;

the Duke of Wellington had 72,000 soldiers defending a six kilometer front.

In 1980, the doctrinal defensive frontage for a United States Army infantry

battalion of 720 soldiers was the same six kilometers.-4'

The "flip side" of increased lethality is the effect it has on the soldiers

on the receiving end of the fire. Groups of soldiers simply provide a more

consoicuous target on which these deadly fires could be focusea. For e:<amcle,

in 1,896 a vrou, of I' Boer rifiemen equinDed with radid irin, ion_ raie -

killed or wounded over half of the two battalions worth of British soldier who

attacked them in c lose-order formation.-' Armies nave learned to re]uce tnelt

vln~rabitliy oy dispersing their solaiers both lateralv an, in Ceoth.
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Any soldiers who were clearly visible became targets. As a result,

soldiers began to hide. They laid down on the ground. They dug holes. They

camouflaged themselves and their equipment. They dispersed so as not to be hit

by the effects of fire aimed at another soldier or piece of equipment. The U.S.

Army today teaches its soldiers to crawl under fire or to "rush" in 3-5 second

sprints from one covered position to another. Lethality of fire resulted in

survivability to become equated with dispersion and invisibility."'

Improvements in technology contributed further to the empty battlefield by

enabling soldiers to reduce their vulnerability while fighting. Technological

advances were made in such areas as smokeless powder and magazine fed rifles.

Without the characteristic puff of smoke from black powder, riflemen could now

fire relatively anonymously. With magazine-fed rifles, soldiers were no longer

vulnerable during the lengthy reload process. They could also reload and fire

while lying down, further reducing their vulnerability Indirect fire artillery

was the next innovation. Soldiers could now deliver fire from completely out of

sight and sound of the enemy. '"

Technology as applied to communications and mobility also increased

dispersion. Radio and wire communications allowed orders and information to

pass over extended distances instantaneously, thus allowing forces to operate at

greater distances from their headquarters."

Increases in mobility technology caused further dispersion as forces could

now spread out for protection and deception and then assemble quickly to

concentrate overwhelming combat power capability at a specific point, and, just

as quickly, disperse again. Mobility under fire was provided by tanks with

armored protection and tracks to enable off-road movement. Vehicular provided

combat mobility came at a cost, however, Large nortlons of unit resources had

to be provided for vastly increased supply and maintenance needs. The cost of
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combat element local mobility was a large, unwieldy, and vulnerable logistics

organization which caused the force as a whole to retain essentially the same

mobility as armies marching by foot." ,

Technology derived mobility, with the exceotion of the helicopter, is

terrain dependent" s (see appendix 1, figure 4). Vehicular mobility has greatly

increased movement potential in open terrain such as farmlands, plains, and

deserts. However, the mobility of the boot still gives the greatest maneuver

potential in close terrain. The helicopter provides a different kind of

mobility which is constant everywhere. It can use terrain, but is not dependent

on it for mobility as ground forces are.":,

Mobility is also a function of protection. Implicit in figure 4 to

appendix 1 are the empty battlefield concepts of protection through dispersion

and fast movement (relative to specific terrain types) for both light and heavy

forces. The major difference in protection is the reliance on invisibility for

light forces and armor for heavy forces.

Dispersion was also furthered by the development of ideas as exhibited in

new forms of tactics. Armies progressed from moving and fighting as single

units, such as the Greek phalanx, to armies that still moved as one body, but

had the capability to maneuver sub-elements on the battlefield, such as

Frederick the Great's army. Bourcet's ideas of "march divided, fight united"

were exploited by Napoleon with his dispersed "net" of separate army corps

advancing on a broad front. 47 The elder Von Moltke built on Napoleon's "march

divided" practice, but instead of uniting his armies on the battlefield and then

fighting, his armies were employed as separate maneuver elements on the

strategic (today's operational) flanks. This increasing lateral dispersion

reached its zonith in World War I when, in an initial series of maneuvers by

both armies to outflank each other, they stretched their fronts from Switzerland
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to the sea.

New technology then interacted with ideas to oroduce new tactics. in World

War II, the German blitzkrieg combined lateral di-persion with quick

concentrations on narrow fronts to achieve breakthroughs into the enemy's depth

with combined air-ground forces. As a result, for-ces became dispersed in depth

along actual or anticipated breakthroughs as well as in breadth along the line

of contact. The scale of success of these tactics was primarily a function of

the maneuver capability imparted by the armored mobility of tanks along with

supporting aircraft. 4k

At the same time, Mao Tse Tung was employing tactics of-combined guerilla

and conventional warfare in China that caused further dispersion. Guerillas

operated throughout the Japanese rear, forcing numerous small detachments to be

scattered guarding lines of communication and key installations. Chinese

conventional type forces fought a war of movement in which retreats, flanking

maneuvers, and idvances were conducted over hundreds of miles by various forces

on a battlefield that was both linear and non-linear at the same time.,.

More recently, the Vietnam war and 1973 Arab-Israeli War demonstrated two

different approaches to warfare that each represent the drive toward further

dispersion and non-linearity in different ways. 7he North Vietnamese "gnat

swarm" tactics involved numerous small actions throughout South Vietnam every

nay. r , The result was a dispersion of opposing forces throughout the entire

country. There were no lines or front or rear. Cr, from another perspective,

the front lines were anywhere forces were and both the front and the rear were

everywhere. A similar situation occurred with the Mujahadeen in Afghanistan in

their war against the Russians and their puppet government.

After initial reverses, the Israelis used fast moving, mobile armored units

to attack where the enemy was not or was weak in order to get into his rear;
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tn!-erebv turritn2" and djisioc3t i.i e... nemyl torces .tcth '- _r .. .. n~i arc i .:-~, ,:5-

Heights. By seeking gaps in enemy positions. israelis increased 21s:rton

between their forces and the enemy's. Bv stri 1 nL deeD, te -Srae i-,:m-E

disoersion within their own forces. Turning the enemy caused him to cisperse

his forces to meet the Israeli threat, The subsequent dispersion, unlike the

Vietnamese example, was uneven. There were several intermingiez_ -oncenrat.s

of both Arab and Israeli forces along with a few forces isolatea and some areas

where no forces existed from either side."

Military historian Trevor N. DuPuy quantified this trend towara incrcalln.

dispersion with the foilo:inR figures:

FIGURE SEVEN: 3ATTLEFIELD DISPERSICN"-

Period Density (Meter- oer man.)

Antiquity 10
American Civil War 257
World War 1 2,475

World War II 27, 500
October War of 1973 40,000

All the forces that created the empty battlefield are -ortir7,uin.. ri

rechnologicai trends are to create weapons with even more range, acuracy. arc

lethality The dual factors of needing even fewer soldiers to ener_. . even

more firepower and the danger of concentrating within the reach of the enemy' s

firepower will continue to drive forces toward increased dispersion. in in 69,

General William Westmoreland made the foilowing statement:

I see oattlefields on whi:h we can aestroy anything we locate throuan iostant
:ommunications and alriost instantaneous aDolication of highly lethal fireDower.
with first round kill oroDabiiities aDor,)hin,: certaintv, the neeJ fo' iarc
forces to the ,oPos tion oh'4sirallv will he iess ir, ocrtanlt, -

While he was premature with his statement in 1969, his descriotc I

ri nt on r arget as it aPoiLies to thre Eat lef ield o the fut're.
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IV. LcGHT :NFANTRY CHARA('TErFS-TkC

the Aetolians atta,:cea the Atneolans, run.ingo own fro:, t.e ritiS on e :.,e
side and shomeing javelins upon tnem, then retreating wnenever tne Athenian
ar iv advancel an, aoivan:ing wneneve'" they retreated The Aet,:sians keot olvin.:
teir javelins, and being swift o foot anl lignl;v euio~ ec,. :an. ta' anc

slew them, but the greater number got into the forest, ano the Aetoiians set the
woods ablaze around them, Then every manner of flight was essayed and every

vanner of destruction befell tne 'my of the Athenians, '

The above passage was written by Thucydides about a battle in 426 B.C.

between the heavily armed and armored hoolites of Athens ano tne I:<n_, armec.

but very mobile Aetolians. it clearly illustrates that the light infantry

concept is not a new one.

The traditional light infantry concept has its roots in count es a,:ris

of the type described above. Many regular and zueri la type uni:rs .ave a

success against larger and better ecuioped forces by using the same .it nan <r

tactics, light-footed mobility, and resourcefulness that the Aetolians u-ec

gainst the Athenians. In more modern times, light infan.ry has ranzed in

composition from entire armies, such as the Chinese Communist Forces ot tole

Korean War, tc separate comoonents of armies, such as the L- -r -.o;-, 4-3:-

Ii'- Burma Theater, to comletely irregular forces sucn as the M,.hae-_

iuer:ilas in Afghanistan. Regardless of the ex:act genes. 'sr ,-Oc,:. r. 1-

such forces, they all share certain salient characteristics wnich loen.lit vnem

as light infantry. Those characteristics have been summarized as .oilows:

Althcugn they share many of the swiils of regular in.antrv. tnev ve e
distinguisned by their attitude of self-reilance, tmeii' ,asterv of the envtronte,

versatility, and their nigh esorit. These cnaracteristics oroduce a soe,:Ia tac"I,::
anoroach to the batt'ef:eld Offensiveiv oriented, fief;bie, adactable, and , n, i,
il,;nt fifantrv :aolta!:zes on stealth, surorise, soeed, and snock Not Osvch d:' -a t.
.o a 5u:,- v :1 le 0 o tre a, ,# co t s o:3 ' . a- v ; e, - ";
nitting tne ene,,iv nar, wnei, a,: wnere ne noes ,ot e:.e,:t t , g t n ,-. ,e
own resources and its own organi: weaoons to destroy the eneniv at :!lose range - 1 nt
infantry ellevei the light infantryman is the necisive wen an

Werra Ate,:eaert; to Liwnr lntant n e 3UoVe MI4 E

,escribe t re so i iers of many zueri la mouvement s and, in t3. . .-- r, ;ert. m.
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descrintive of 7ueri1as than it is ot the uniformeo armed forces o most modern

nations. The congruence between guerilla and light infantry zactics s 2~oj not

be surprising, however. Most light infantry forces have been deveLopea ine:

to combat guerillas or else in a desire to imitate the successful tactics o

guerillas against orthodox forces.

Roger's Rangers was a light infantry unit that typifies this process. it

was composed of companies of frontiersmen, well versed in fieldcraft, wno moved

rapidly through the American wilderness and used the Indians' own tactics of

hit and run raids, stealth, and ambushes in order to effectively combat them.

The success of the Rangers caused the British commander, Lord Loudoun, to attach

liaison officers to the Rangers. These officers were subseouently used to form

the cadre of the British army's first lignt infantry regiment.,

Another example is in the formation of the World War II U.S. Marine Corps

Raider Regiments. Marine Lieutenant Colonel Evans Carlson served as an

observer for two years with Mao Tse Tung's Eighth Route Army. lmoresseo with

tne eftectiveness of Mao's guerilia tactics, he boobiea tne Marine Cio o

forminz a unit, the Raiders. that incoroorated many of Mao's tactical tenets -t

organization, endurance, self-sufficiency, and foot mobility. Based on the

Chinese practice, he organized each squad into three teams to better enaole

decentralized small unit action (This squad organization was later acoptea tv

the entire Marine Corps and is still in use today). The Raiders subsequentiy

became reknowned for their tactical exploits against the Japanese."

The congruence between light infantry and guerilias has been notea ov

several intluential military observer=-, erman *enera Uhle-WettLer and

British military theorist Richard Simpkin both advocate tne oreanization oi

light infantry formations trained to operate "partisan style"' Dr asa ",1iaEi-

gueriilas" '. Dr. Paddy Griffith, senior lecturer in war .tudie_ at ,anrrt,
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believes that guerilla tar-tics have a general relevance to the frure of war for1

all forces.- The main difference coetween the two appears to be Iignt

linfantry s status as a cart of a formal army versus tne normaljyv irregzular

status of guerillas. In that case, there is no comoelling reason that rhi:

methods of the guerilla and those of the light infantry cannot be

interchangeable.

Typical operating characteristics of light infantry, along witni examoles in

practice, are listed below. The characteristics are categorized by now tney

affect combat power capability and are listed under the headings of tne elements

of combat Dower: firepower, maneuver, protection, and leadership.

Fi repoower: Mostly manpor table w'eapons to ensure a hiogh Level o3 *

mobIiity. The Chinese Communist Forces attacked across the Yalu Riv.er in 19i

with no weapons heavier than mortars. The lightly equipped Chinese moved off

the roads and traveled further and faster than their heavier armed, motorizet!

opoonents in the United Nations forces. The Chinese repeatedlyv raced into ra

areas to cut-off' UIN combat forces faster than they could retreat.-

NIormallyv relies on own close-ifl weapons. The North Vietnamese Ar-mv a

notorious for allowing American forces to approacn within 30O meters oecrore

opening up with a hail of automatic weapons fire, then breaking contact ano

dispersing before the American fire support could effectively react.-

Combined arms effects are created with the normal light infantry weapons of

mortars, machine guns, grenades, and rifles. Mortars are the lignt infantry

art i Ilerv. Merr-1ll' s Mar-3uders attribute their ability to fIn ofZuru

J7apanese to the skillful use of combined mortar nomachine zur r e

AnY heavy fire support such as art illery, ;rround attack aircrart. 3rd

I .r.ondo V h~ hecadOU,3rrer.'S it US J t 3l1 Wlle _

C~hindits in Bujrma were operating 1200 miles behind Japanese lines and neoeo_



heavy fire suoport, the role was filled by fiehter-bomoer3 in direct suczorz."

Accurate fires and strict tire discipline are essentia. Limited carryin.

capability and the difficulty of resupply require that no ammunition be wa re:.

In World War I, Lieutenant Erwin Rommel commanded mountain infantry in tne

Carpathian Mountains. When he had the battle in hand, even while the enemy

still presented easy targets, he ordered cease fire simply to conserve

ammunition in an environment where resupply was difficult. K The comnancer of

Merrill's Marauders of World War II attributed "superior marksmanship" as the

single most important factor in its operations. ''-:"

Enemy weapons and expedients are used to ameliorate friendly shortages and

supply difficulties. Examples are legion. The Aetolians used fire to burn out

the Athenian army. The Tyrolians stopped Napoleon's Bavarian allies at one

point with falling trees and rockslides.,-' The North Vietnamese Army recovered

American "dud" artillery ammunition that was fired at them and made boobyzrans

and mines. Americans under the "Swamp Fox" in the Revolutionary War shot

flamin, arrows into one British fort to cause its surrencer.

the U. S. Army' s Command and General Staff Colieie in 1 -', the :ommaner :r

China's People's Liberation Army revealed that as a young soldier in e Korean

War he had been sent into combat with only a knife in the expectation that he

would later be armed with captured weapons. '

Individual soldiers can effectively employ all weapons within a unit and

can control the fires of normal supporting weapons. The American Army's

Merrill's Marauders conducting independent operations againFt the Japanese in

World War .7 had trained their soldiers to oecome proficient on aill the weac.n=

in the battalion plus demolitions and calling for artillery and mortar tire.

As a result, wherever :asuaities occurred to a mortar man, torwarc ,: e-ver. cr

Other ,secialIzel inalviuual, anothner .olaier was reacy to ta :e n -i:ace.
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Extensive use is made of mines and boobvtraps. The Afqhan PuLahadeen u=.e:

mines with such effectiveness that convoys on the 450 kilometer main highway

from the Soviet Union to Kabul were reduced to the pace of accompanying mine

clearing units for almost the entire Journey. In 1983, four years after the

Soviets entered Afghanistan, the 450 kilometer trip was still taking two

weeks. "' The British forces fighting the Indoncesians in Borneo made extensive

use of mines with tripwires or "mechanical ambushes" to Lover known and probable

enemy routes. This not only slowed enemy operations. but it served as a type

of security meaure. -.

Maneuver: Superior foot mobility is capitalized on to move through

difficult terrain to strike the enemy in an unexpected place or from an

unexpected direction. In 1943, the American Fifth Army was stopped on its crive

up the Italian penninsula by entrenched Germans on the key terrain of Mount de

la Difensa. Ten days of infantry attacks supported by heavy air and artillerv

bombardment had failed to dislodqe the Germans. On the night of 2 December-, t ne

FSSF (First Special Service Force) ascended 3000 feet up the supposei-yv

unclimbable nortneast face in fog and a freezing rain. The suose2,u2nt -ur-r

enabled the FSSF battalion to seize in three hours the positions wnicn nao

previously held off the entire 3d Infantry Division for ten days..7:-

Maneuver through ubiquity. Gain and maintain positional advantage by

already being everywhere the enemy goes. S.L.A. Marshall descrioed now the

American 2d Infantry Division and its attachments took about 3000 casualties in

one day on its retreat from the Chinese offensive in Korea ducin. November .i,.

The division ousned down a -ix mile roaa along which tne Chinese na, oo-it,:re ,

an estimated forty machine guns and ten mortars. While thie --  -e. were

masse, _ne cuuiat lye etn ect was to viil r wound nedioi .

Similar but less dramatic tactics were used in Vietnam to demoraLize Am,-ican
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and South Vietnamese trooos and cause a constant casualtv ,rain by uslng "sna:

swarm" tactics. Numerous small actions occurred every day tnrouznOut tne ounitrv

at military bases, in towns, on roads, and in the fielc as the ..or. Jietnameme

Army conducted rocket and mortar attacks, sniping, ambushes, and sabotage alCn

with emplacing mines and booby-traps. The goals were raising the enemy's

anxiety level, destroying his self-confidence, and causing him to constantly

look over his shoulder everywhere he went.7:, Clausewitz also covered this

subject when he discussed operations in the enemy's rear areas. Fe aescrioeo

"skillful raiders who must move daringly in small detachments and attace coioly,

assaulting the enemy's weaker garrisons, convoys, and minor units he-

numbers of these units matters more than their indivioual strenztn".." Later,

Clausewitz added that this "explains the highly dangerous character that a marcn

through mountains, forests, or other types of difficult country can assume .

at any moment the march may turn into a fight The enemy's only answer IS

the sending out of frequent escorts as protection for his convoys, an as suards

on all nis stoQDin- places, bri ges, defiI, ano rn r .....

Do not impair maneuver capability by acquirln; "hel ,ful" iiomen t wtic.

negates foot mobility. in 1837, Czar Nicholas of Russia sent nis army 7o

conquer the Daghestan nation in the Caucasus. Expedition after expedition was

repulsed with heavy losses over a period of seventeen yea,-s as the Tartar-s

conducted ambushes and hit and run raids in the rugged terrain. At the outset

of the Crimean war in 1854, the British presented several cannon to tne Tartars

to assist them in their fizht awalnst the Russians. Shamyl, t. e -aeer ot -n

3aqes.arn army, tnen adoopte more CO=nVentiOFna: tactIcs Zsott no cc'U .e s

artli'ery an,' was thereupon defeated in a set-oiece battle.

-cnStant oatrollir. and reconnaissance are key to obtair~n,. te JeSie;

information whiich enables light troces t, ,ain ,osiornai aovanza-eo_7t?.
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Malayan Emergency of 1952-1962, British light infantry located guerilia oarties

with reconnaissance elements and then maintained surveillance while tne assault

party was brought forward. The detailed information obtained on the camp

enabled deliberate attacks to completely destroy guerilia bands."- In a similar

manner, but with the intent to avoid the enemy, Lieutenant Rommel habitually

sent out multiple patrols. The first patrol that would find a path leading into

the enemy's rear would send back word and Rommel's main force would follow. ''

Infiltration and stealth characterize movement. The North Korean and

Chinese Communist conduct of the war in Korea has been described as an "endless

succession of infiltrations". Their standard pattern was reconnaissance,

identification of weak points, noiseless movement, and strict fire discipline;

all accomplished at night." '

Attacks are targeted against specialized targets designed to disrupt enemy

operations. The primary targets of North Korean infiltrating light infantry

were the command posts, artillery, and service support organizations in zne

rear. When forward forces Dulled back, they found their line 3;f retreat

blocked. :f reserves came forward, they were ambusned enroute. These Tacita

were even useo for counterattacKs. After the reinforced US 25th Division of

24,000 men made initial gains in an attack out of the Pusan perimeter, tne 4,00o

man North Korean 6th Division counterattacked by infiltrating through the

American infantry across mountainous terrain at night and then wiping out a

number of artillery batteries. The subsequent attack to the rear Dy the U.S.

infantry plus displacement by the remainder of the divilon to get ont i rne

way ende, up witn tne Americans back at their initial attacy nositio:n.

Protection: Dispersion inhibits enemy acquisition and des ruccion ot

k'o(-tih1h!e tarztS. The N'rrn Vietnamese Armv norme iv move! in :mail z-= 7:

prevent detection and to minimize casualties when discovered. Their typical
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technique for a major action was known as "one slow, four cuick". The one siaw

action was the detailed reconnaissance of routes ana the objective along witn

prepositioning weapons and other supplies. The four quick actions were:

I-Rapid, dispersed movement to the battle area.

2-Sudden concentration and attack.

3-Quickly police battlefield for weapons and casualties.

4-Disengage and rapidly disperse.0-1

Use "hit and run" tactics; do not become decisively engaged. Clausewivz

was speaking of insurgent warfare, but his point applies to light infantry when

he stresses that such units should never allow their ooerations to turn into a

positional defense. Better that they "scatter and continue resistance by means

of surprise attacks, rather than huddle together in a regular defensive

position" where they risk being destroyed.01 Mao Tse Tung reinforced

Clausewitz's point when he said "Running away is the best way of regaining the

initiative". -- This does not mean to preserve the force in the fashion of

Weiiington when he did not attack the French in front of Lisoon because

this is the last army England has, we must take care of it." " .arner. 1T means

to take action, but maintain the initiative much as the North Vietnamese Army

did with their "one slow, four fast" technique in order to break away and live

to fight again. From the American viewpoint, infantry Lieutenant Pnilip Caputo

recounted the frustration of dealing with these tactics when he described nis

first action in Vietnam as ". . like so many of the thousands of firefisns

that were to follow, it began with an ambush and ended inconclusively".-

Use night, adverse weather, and close terrain for orotection. Qsini tnese

conditions in battle is a traditional force multiplier for lignt intantry.

Francis Marion was not :al lp tne "Swamp x" bpcause of an ;ri ir V - -encn.

Rommei and ni- mountain infant ry were masters- ot using rouwn terrain ana WDo>
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to conceal tnelr movements into the enemy rear. Lieutenant Rommei reKgroec rain

and snow as "attack weather"., .. The Finnish light infantry in the i94O Winter

War used thick forests for orotection and concealment against tne overwrieiming

Russian superiority in tanks, artillery, and aircraft. In the destruction of

one Russian division and the mauling of another at Suosalmi, the Finns traveled

on skis through the woods. Moving parallel to the roads on whicn the neaviIv

equipped Russians were travelling, they emerged to conduct raids ano amousre:

and then disappeared again. The weakened Russian columns tnen broke into

smaller segments which were encircled and destroyed in detail.::;-

Leadership: Habitual use of small unit tactics reouires a high densltv oi

competent leaders. in Borneo and Malaya, British light infantry woula go cn

small unit patrol operations in tne jungle for days and sometimes weeKs at a

time. Each patrol leader required skills in tactics, land navigation, radi.c

communication, artillery forward observation, and directing the use of

helicopter and fixed wing aircraft for fire support and logistic oceration.

The success of these patrols was only possible because of the nign density .

well trained officer and NCO leadership.

The traditional operating attributes of lignt infantry; small unit

operations, mobility, stealth, surprise, along with all the other

characteristics listed above: reflect a remarkable congruence with the

requirements for operating on the battlefield of the future.
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V. LIGHT NFANTRY ON THE FUTURE BATTLEPTELD

Given the characteristics of both light infantry and the fa rlef o ,f

the future, it is possible to develop a conceptual frameworK of 11cw -i:{n:

infantry would fight on that battlefield. However, it is clear that there is a

role for two types of forces; foot-mobile light and vehicle powered heavy. _Poth

will have the firepower capability to destroy anything on the battiefie,-. ,.

will be organized along the lines of small, self-contained units. The sol,!iers

of both must be of high quality, capable of independent .juogerent ano action.

The tactical "mindset" for leaders of both type of forces will be akin to tno

traditional light infantry mindset of innovativeness, self-relianca, ano

offensive orientation. The main difference is based cn terrain and.:::; -

affects maneuver and protection capabilities. Maneuver capanility imprc.es 1

the capability of forces to move fast(! . Fast movement in close terrain

requires foot-mobility. In open terrain it requires vehicular mobility.

Protection capability in any environment will also require fast movement to

inhibit enemy target acquisition and limit time of exposure to 2ire.

terrain, orotection is also heavily dependent on invisibility tnrouqn S ea-'n

and camouflage. In open terrain, armor protection may still be necessary.

As both forces will have the capability to destroy all targets, the

employment of heavy forces and light forces will not be enemy dependent.

Instead, it will be terrain dependent, as terrain is the determinin a r

differences between how lisht and heavy forces are de:signed to enorre .:oat

nower. oiFn,:e terrain normal v E no-t e:,,-iJily odin or .. ,se. our Thr;t5

a: 3 :ri:<,t ire c, o t,,res to varyin de;rees. .nern forces mut -, 1 o :; ,

capabilitv to modifv their comDosition based on terrain ooneideratir.

inerenr , r~-Drh 1i1,7h and neavv .trc~ rLi.s r- a'- ne ,r-3n,), I :, . . .-ior "I

of being suboiviced and tasi: organized.
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BS-e: *:n zDe 01ooecte, cna racIeristlcs the ruture ba 3t 1er

described in Section 117 and the historically derived a"tr Z:-e- c. .-

intantrv as des cribeci In Section LV, it iS possiDI tI r, .eo

capabilities which light infantry should possess in order to operate etrect.ve§:

on the battlefield of the future. These capabilities are essential as they

provide the basis for organizational design. Categorized by the elements or

combat power, these capabilities are discussed as follows:

Firepower: Firepower capability will be based on a combination of numerous

man-portable close-in weapons and a mixture of long range rockets aru artiL,.erv

along with helicopter delivered fire support.

Manoortaole weapons will be tailored for the mission and eney. y.e ease

of ooeration of modern weapons such as Stinger ground to air miss-iles an !h

new Anti-Armor Weapon System Medium (AAWSM) will enable all soldiers t, use

them, This gives commanders more versatility in providing the appropriate

density of a Darticular type of weapon to a specific force. Tne same ease or

,Doeration and versatility criteria also apply to new lightweient en~ireer

munitions such as mines and demolitions with arming. disarming, and f']-:t

accomplished through remote radio control. The organizational effect is ,naz

full time specialists will not be needed. All light infantry soliiers will be

proficient in all manportable type weapons. Weapons other than those for

personal use will be consolidated and issued for training and soecific ml-is

only.

c- sUD;-,rt will be of two ,at-sories-. The first Is se=- rur~ _ ~ ir 3n.

tne -econd inciudes area type suppression and ne-utralization .

tI-res wli re a c__mri :1sed wl tn Itner r ut onmously ncnmIm r q, rZ I

M.arsais. o .r . se r c, r-tas, I.,sag canoe n t will, adi: aar-a t s e h

Mortars or long range rockets will deliver area tires. Due to the teerin;,
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nature of tarwets for either destruction or area fires, the time :ram a et

dete rion to delivery of munitions must oe minimal. Ramit:.a:10ni .-

organization are several. First, reliance on indirect destruct-re fires mea5E a

very high density of target designation and communications ecuinmen:. Secno.

all indirect fire means must be helicopter transportable and capable of io?

range fires to provide the flexibility necessary on a nignly disperse,:

hattlefield. Finally, while effective area fires require ln;tantaneous:-£-

volume delivery of munitions, destruction fires with precision guidec muniti:n

require a very low density of munitions and delivery systems. The traditional

support relationship of a battalion of artillery for a briga.e or rezimen:a

sized organization was based on a concept of massed fires to sumnor; .arze ,r:i

using centralized fire direction. Needing only to fire a few rDunds at a Z:Me

in support of a small unit and with fire direction capability on eacn nowi::er.

smaller artillery organizatlons and decentralized support relationEnlzs that can

be further sub-aliocate, are necessary to ensure resnonsiveness.

The b .t *fiel of the future can ne exec:ed to dictate a rec4i:-v'

provie destruct :on type fires on hard targets that may be too nurmerDuE :r a

small ground element to destroy or designate to artillery requires a resocns ve

direct fire capability. This requirement can be met by including attack

helicopters in the organization.

Maneuver; Light Infantry must be optimized for mobility in close terrain

where tMe greatest possibility of reaiizing its potential can be exoecec.

Therefore, light infantry organizations must include only manortabie equipment

ani n: veti:11 Vehicle: iri light ir antry maneuver n:rwan -ne>

requirement for roads and log ist i: aa! suppor t. The requirement no cuicy v mcv-

fire s:Dc.r t: withrn r-re aicn win orividir'; re,:ea arv ic? s.P sn. reaiii-

7a:K'3t: :0: - 7s: - . -,e- i'," k. i r m -nE tha rrar: -r 'je .--
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necessary. Gaining positional advantage through ubiquity means that a very high

number of sub-units such as teams, squads, and platoons must be generated. Just

as in firepower, this also requires a high de:sity of communications means at

lower levels. Desired movement through close terrain, adverse weather and at

night will be facilitated by position locating equipment and night vision

devices. To enable independent maneuver, service support must be divisible into

sub-elements equal in amount to the number of major units being supported.

Protection: Dispersion through operations in numerous small units and

invisibility through stealth and quick movement through close terrain provides

protection for infantry. This means all equipment must be "infiltrateable".

Artillery and rocket fire support along with combat service support and aviation

assets are protected by operating at long ranges from 100% mobile, dispersed

bases. Artillery is employed singly and in platoons and displaces frequently to

avoid counterfire. It therefore needs 100% ground mobility and airmobile

capability. Due to a high tempo of airmobile operations, air to air and radar

homing (anti-radiation) missles must be available as well as radar Jamming

capability. Combat support and service support elements are vulnerable to air

attack due to their larger signature, so dedicated air defense is necessary.

Leadership: Dispersed small units require a high density of leaders. The

capability for independent operations and decentralized decision making requires

that units have the equipment, personnel, and weapons to execute decisions.

Long distances from light infantry units to higher level military

intelligence assets can inhibit the spread of information and will thereby

degrade the decision-making process. Military intelligence manportable

electronic warfare assets along with linguists must therefore be decentralized

Qi_1nizational Design!_ The purpose of organizational design is to create

an organizational structure that establishes relationships between units,
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people, weapons, and equipment to provide the firepower, maneuver, protection,

and leadership capabilities described above. Accordingly, any similarity of

this paper and existing "light infantry" organizaition is coincidental.

The structure chosen for illustration is a division as that is the lowest

level at which all the necessary types of combat, combat support, and combat

service support elements are integrated into a single unit. While a brigade

type organization can incorporate many of these elements, it would be

inefficient to take long range, flexible and quickly responsive assets such as

aviation, rocket launchers, and artillery away from divisional control and

parcel them out to brigades on a permament basis where they might be too little

or too much for a given mission. Instead, keeping the most flexible type units

assigned to a central headquarters allows the commander to task organize or

assign support relationships to provide the appropriate mix of maneuver,

firepower, and protection capability to each of his subordinate elements based

on specific missions. Since aviation and indirect fire systems provide

essential combat power capabilities to light irifantry on the future battlefield

and as their inherent flexibility lends itself to centralization to enable the

commander to tailor his force to the mission, the light infantry organization

must include a division base with indirect fire assets and aviation.

Proposed Light Infantry Division: Appendix 2 shows a diagram of the

division. Each of the major elements of the division is described below in

terms of organizational structure, weapons and equipment, people, and doctrine.

Deployability was not examined, but the proposed division is designed for cogent

tactical reasons to be lighter than the current division. For that reason, and

because of advances in helicopter self-deployment capability, strategic

deployability of the division should actually be enhanced.

Further, the structuring of combat support and service support units into



numerous suO-eiements allows the commander to tailor them witn infantry units .o

make an appropriate package of tactically and logisticailv seit-contained

elements for independent missions or for attachm,-nt to a heavy force.

Light Infantry Battalion (9): The organizational structure should provide

flexibility and a relatively simple span of control. Accordingly, organization

based on the Chinese guerilla-like "by threes" model was selected because it

best illustrated the flexibility necessary in close terrain operations. A squaG

should consist of three teams of three soldiers each and a squad leacer. A

company consists of three platoons of three squads each plus a company mortar

section. Three light infantry companies and a headquarters company comprise

each battalion. The battalion headquarters company includes a scout platoon, a

mortar platoon, a medical platoon, and a support platoon.

Weapons and equipment should be manportable. Each squad should have an

automatic weapon, a grenade launcher, and a sniper rifle along witn nignt vision

equipment, a laser designater, a position reporting device, and a racio capaoie

of communicatinq to artillery. Company mortar sections shoul, nave e

mortars. Battalion mortar platoons will have six 81mm mortars capabLe of flrn7

autonomously homing anti-armor projectiles. Each scout team has a radio anc

laser designater. All radios have the capability for encoded, diqital burst

transmission. Personnel should be cross-trained to operate all organic

equipment; support platoon members should be trained in sling loading,

pathfinder techniques, driving various cIvilian and military vehicles as well as

usin- human and animal power for transDortatlcn. Austere c._2%g-ist ± so:crt

means Iivinz off tne iano and the enemy will be common. £Decial weaoono u.cfn as

Stnzere and the AAWSM should oe consolidated at battalion and pssu nrior to

an ner-a I _ r. Ll iibu Ion wI l be based on m olon and enem :nSi i2ra'

All personnel should be infantrymen except for medics and attaclmnts.
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Infantrymen can operate as forward observers witn attached artilery ano air

force officers at comDanv and battalion level for oianninq assiznaiE. Enn -'

specialists; will riot be necessary as infantrymen will Ce tra4nec in .

techniques. Using infantrymen in the various staff and support positions will

enhance protection and flexibility for the battalion. The support platon can

not only defend itself, it can act as a type of reserve. The share, oacK':oinc

will also serve to foster cohesion and teambuilding in the battalion. To

enhance trainability and combat effectiveness, infantry battalions will be

assigned the highest proportion of soldiers from the upper mental categories.

Doctrine for employment will be traditional light infantry or auasl-

guerilla tactics as described previously with the exception that letnal incirec

fires and air support enable the battalion to defeat any enemy.

Brigade Headquarters (3): Organization should be a command grcuo and staff

with a military intelligence platoon. Weapons are for personal self cefense

only. Equipment would mainly be manportable radios. No vehicles would ce

present. 7he military intelligence platoon should have manortaole lntercec:

and direct:ion-finding equipment. Personnel should consist of the commander and

a small staff. The military intelligence soldiers will include linguists to

analyze communications interceptions, conduct interrogations, and to exploit

captured documents.

Doctrinally, the brigade headquarters should be a tactical headquarters.

it would be protected by its smallness and capability to move in close terrain.

Division Artillery: Organization should be one howitzer battalion and one

muitiple launcn rocket battalion. Each battalion should consist or tnree ::rinz

batteries of three platoons with three weapons each. Weapons should be 155mm

howitzers and 120mm trailer mounted multiple rocket launchers. rhe hcwitzers

will be ot ilzrntweignt, :omposite material construction to enaDie neliczoter
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transportability. Rail gun or iouid propellant tecrinoiogies wili prc'viJe

ranges of 50-60 kilometers. Fire direction computers, communications, ana

position reporting equipment on each gun and rocket launcher will enaoie

independent operation and high accuracy. Laser-guided along with "fire and

forget" munitions provide close to "one-round, one-kill" results. Rocket

launchers would be towed, but would also be helicopter transportable. A 12mm

caliber would enable cluster munitions or mines to be used for area targets at a

range of 20-30 kilometers. Personnel should not include forward observers a;

infantry units will do their own observing.

Doctrine will require flexible operations based on the situation. Weaoon=

should operate singly or in platoons with frequent ground and air dispiacemenz

for protection and to ensure all infantry units are in range. Support

relationships will be flexible with individual weapons having the capability for

direct support of small units.

Aviation Brigade: The organizational structure should be one lift

battalion of three companies of 15 helicopters each and three lignt artacK

helicopter battalions oi three companies each with seven helicopterS in eacn

company. This provides sufficient lift helicopters to lift an entire infantry

battalion or all of the firing elements of the howitzer or rocket launcher

battalion at one time. It also provides enough helicopters to conduct the

myriad of small lift missions necessary to support dispersed missions. Three

battalions of attack helicopters gives the division commander the flexibilitv to

mass their firepower or provide each of the brigades a battalion in support.

Units divisible by threes enables attack helicopter commanders at all levels io

conduct continuous operations under the system of 1/3 fightin, 1/3 movinq, anc

1/3 re-arming and re-fueling.

Lift helicopters will be Blacknawks or the equivalent. Attack helicopter:
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should be LHX. Both will be equicped for orecision naviSation, day anr, niht

nap of the earth flying, and on board electronics to Jam or "spoof" air defense

radar. LHX weapons capabilities include a cannon, air to air missles, anti-

radar missiles, and anti-armor or hard target "fire and forget" or laser zuioec

missles. Personnel should include two crews per helicopter as low maintenance

downtime and day-night operations permit continuous helicopter utilization.

Doctrine for lift helicopters supporting dispersed operations by small

ground elements should stress versatility and one ship or two ship operations.

Lifts will include logistics, medical evacuation, infantry, sling loaded

artillery, and fuel and munitions to establish forward operating points for

attack helicopters. Light attack helicopter missions will include raids and

attacks by fire, fire support for ground troops, counter-air, escort for lift

helicopters, reconnaissance, and security missions. Both independent and

support relationship missions may be assigned.

Division Supoort Command; Organization should be into three multi-

functional forward support battalions and a multi-functional main surooDrt

battalion. All elements should be divisible by threes to facilitate support o0

independent operations. Equipment should be austere and units will be expectec

to utilize civilian and captured stocks of transport and supplies. Personnel

must therefore be trained to be resourceful and innovative in support.

Doctrinal employment should mainly involve keeping the aviation brigade and

division artillery operational. Light infantry units must have priority of

Support as their needs will be critical, but the support will be of low volume.

Division Troops: Due to the self-sufficiency of infantry elements.

division troops will not normally augment infantry units. Division troops will

therefore be company sized elements designed to support the ooeration ot

headquarters, artillery, aviation, and service support units. See Appendix 2.
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V1, FT.UR MPIC T . .

At an earlie' time. a ,:ommaner could be certain that a future war would rese:ie oais an,

present ones, The troop comaander of tooay no longer has tnis Dossoi ~ity, He Knows only tat
whoever fails to adapt the experien:es of the last war will surely lose the next one,.

Planning for future battle is more vital today than ever, The pace of

change in the moaern world is ever accelerating. Failure to keep pace with or

to anticipate change can result in dramatic failure, Just as it did for the

Greeks at Pydna and the French in 1940. Preparedness is often thought of as

unit training and logistical readiness. It also includes anticipating the

changing conditions of war and designing forces accordingly.

The battlefield of the future will be characterized by small, aQ'ile r,Ce

operating independently throughout the breadth and depth of the tactical

battlefield; which in some cases will include the entire theater of operaticns.

Using hit and run tactics and calling for destructive fires from iong range

artillery and air assets, such forces, whether heavy or light, will closeiy

replicate the mobile and offensively oriented tactics of traditional lizht

infantry, Due to the destructive power which both heavy and light forces :ar

generate, employment of these forces will be based primarily on terrain an,] nor

on the enemy. Protection and maneuver capabilities will be optimized for light

forces on close terrain and for heavy forces on more open terrain.

The proposed Light Infantry Division is designed to generate maximum combat

power on the battlefield of the future in close types of terrain. It is

designed to fight using traditional light infantry tactics supported by the

latest nigh technolozy weapons and equipment. It is superior to ai ctne! tVes

of force in close terrain. in mixed open and close terrain, the Lignt infantry

Division will acceot heavy attachments or jetach some of Its elements to heavv

forces to create the appropriate force mix. Regardless of task organi:attor,
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t he il.ht infant rv style of f ight in2 will not chane. Etat ic, osit ina

dete .es and conceru ting 6LCoops 1or o ,=rev Qpe-at ions sim ilM pruv oes Q

enemy attractive targets. The dispersed, mobile, small unit tactics ct lignt

infantry will dominate the battlefield.

The proposed Light Infantry Division provides the right kind of force forc

the future battlefield. It combines the historically effective tactics of ii2nt

infantry with modern high technology to form a winning comoination.
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APPENDIX 1-1

INDIRET 
Figure 1: Weapons Range
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APPENDIX 1-2

Figure 3: Rate and Volume of Fire
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Figure 4: Mobility
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APPENDIX 2

AIRLAND BATTLE-FUTURE LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION
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